
Organize an online game of 

for your child and their 
friends to enjoy!

Required Hardware: a tablet, phone, or computer with video 
conferencing software, and the Dobble game of your choice 

(all players must use the same edition)

Game 1: The Dobble e-tower
• Each player places a stack of 20 cards faceup in front of them.• Each player places a stack of 20 cards faceup in front of them.
• Each player draws a card and reveals it to the camera simultaneously. • Each player draws a card and reveals it to the camera simultaneously. 
 The first player to get rid of all their cards is the winner. The first player to get rid of all their cards is the winner.
• To get rid of a card, a player must shout a symbol that their card has in   • To get rid of a card, a player must shout a symbol that their card has in   
 common with another player’s card. common with another player’s card.
• If a player notices that they have exactly the same card as another player   • If a player notices that they have exactly the same card as another player   
 (since all players are using separate copies of Dobble boxes, it is possible   (since all players are using separate copies of Dobble boxes, it is possible  
 that players will have identical cards), they can shout “Super Dobble!” to   that players will have identical cards), they can shout “Super Dobble!” to  
 win the game immediately. A player who notices that two other players have   win the game immediately. A player who notices that two other players have  
 identical cards can also win by shouting “Super Dobble!”. identical cards can also win by shouting “Super Dobble!”.

Game 2: Survivor Dobble
• Each player holds a card facedown in front of their camera.• Each player holds a card facedown in front of their camera.
• On the cou• On the count of three (1, 2, 3!), all players reveal their cards simultaneously.nt of three (1, 2, 3!), all players reveal their cards simultaneously.
• If a player says your first name and the symbol they have in common   • If a player says your first name and the symbol they have in common   
 with you (e.g.  with you (e.g. ““Maxime, the snowman!Maxime, the snowman!””), you are eliminated.), you are eliminated.
• When only one player remains, that player wins.• When only one player remains, that player wins.

Game 3: Dobble: The Game Show
• The game master reveals 2 cards to the camera.• The game master reveals 2 cards to the camera.
• The first player to type the answer (the symbol the two cards have in   • The first player to type the answer (the symbol the two cards have in   
 common) in the chat earns 1 point. common) in the chat earns 1 point.
• Then the game master begins a new round by revealing a new pair of cards.• Then the game master begins a new round by revealing a new pair of cards.
• After 5 rounds, the player(s) with the most points win the game.• After 5 rounds, the player(s) with the most points win the game.

A game by Denis Blanchot, Jacques Cottereau, and the Play Factory team
© Asmodee Group 2020. Spot it!, Dobble, and Dobble characters 

are trademarks of Asmodee Group.
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One, two, three

Flip over !


